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Sooner than face these repeated shocks, he prefers to pick a scanty living among lonely kopjes where cultivation is not, or roam along the bleak breasts of mountain-giants where food is even scarcer. In this latter case the covey (usually three brace or so) will have its home among the boulders of some sheltered ravine, and file up stealthily at dusk to feed on lofty, terraced fields of barley. A guarded approach at dawn may surprise them, but it is much more likely that they have worked by then to the edge of the precipice, to skim low and drop like stones. The ardent sportsman, rushing forward to mark them down, will find himself on some shelving scarp, backing desperately while the shale drops tinkling from his frantic heels to a smiling, treacherous landscape, more than a furlong down.
The only other bird worth the attention of the sportsman is the rock-pigeon, which harries crops, and may be seen in the early morning, along the mountain road, looking for spilled grain, This is a neat, slate-grey bird, with black-barred wings and an iridescent gorge— a confirmed freebooter, whose home is on inaccessible ledges or in hidden caves.
On Sanaa plain, pigeons come from a great distance to raid the crops, and may be seen flying straight and high at sunrise on their marauding quest.
Some get so gorged that they shirk the return flight, and shelter from the heat of the day in deep wells. Officers of the Turkish garrison at Sanaa, who would a-hunting go, visit these wells, and drop stones down to shift their quarry. Sometimes the birds will wing up the shaft and scatter like a feathered bomb at the mouth of the well, with snipe-like twists that will test a first-rate performer, but as often as qot they sit tight to the sides

